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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
This dissertation presents a new technique for miniaturization of printed RF circuits and 
antennas. The technique is based on lumped circuit elements and volumetric reactive pin 
loadings. The vertical arrangement of the pins is shown to provide a meandered current path 
within the device volume enhancing the miniaturization achieved with sole application of 
lumped circuit components. The technique is applied for antenna and filter size reduction. In 
antenna applications, it is shown that due to the presence of the reactive pin loading the overall 
size of a printed antenna can be miniaturized without affecting the radiation efficiency 
performance. One of the major advantages of this approach over the existing miniaturization 
techniques is that it allows reducing the overall size of the antenna (i.e. the substrate size) in 
addition to its metallization footprint area. Specifically, three antenna designs are presented for 
GPS and ISM applications. Firstly, a miniaturized wide-band CDL antenna has been introduced. 
The antenna consists of two loops which are loaded with lumped inductors and coupling 
capacitors. The design is shown to exhibits 49% smaller footprint size as compared to a 
traditional patch antenna without degrading the bandwidth performance. Secondly, a circular 
polarized compact dual-band CDL GPS antenna loaded with lumped capacitors and vertical pins 
is shown. The antenna operates with >50% lesser area as compared to a traditional L2 patch 
antenna without degrading its radiation performance. Thirdly, a patch antenna with its cavity 
loaded with CSRRs is presented. The novelty of the design is that it provides circularly
 vii 
 
symmetric arrangement of CSRRs thereby enabling the antenna to exhibit circular polarization 
(CP). Apart from CSRR, further size reduction is obtained by simultaneously reducing the 
substrate size and ground plane metallization around the CSRRs and loading it with pins. The 
antenna is 44% smaller than a traditional patch antenna without causing degradation in the 
antenna’s radiation efficiency performance. To extend the volumetric loading to filter 
applications, the last chapter of the dissertation presents a detailed analysis to understand how 
geometrical factors (e.g. periodicity, radius, width of the host transmission line, etc) affect the 
miniaturization performance and quality factor. As a design example, a 2GHz pin loaded hairline 
filter with 17% -3dB |S21| bandwidth and 1.5dB insertion loss is demonstrated. The footprint size 
of the filter is ~λ0/16×λ0/9 @ 2GHz and is 45% smaller than its traditional counterpart. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. Overview 
The continuous growth of wireless communication technology demands compact, light-
weight, wide-band, multifunctional and efficient antennas and RF circuits. In the past, several 
miniaturization techniques have been implemented to meet this need but the resulting antennas 
suffer from fundamental limitations [1]. As described in [1], the maximum gain-bandwidth 
product of a resonant antenna sets a fundamental constraint on the physical size of the antenna. 
Thus, designing an antenna with reasonably high gain with required bandwidth and compact 
physical size proves to be a major challenge to an antenna engineer. Evidently, depending upon 
the application need, a trade off must be made between the gain and bandwidth once a small 
antenna with specified dimensions has been designed. 
1.2. Antenna Miniaturization Techniques: Background Review 
Till date several miniaturization techniques have been implemented in order to obtain 
electrically small antennas. These techniques can be broadly classified into three categories: 
changing substrate parameters, modifying the radiator geometry and altering the geometry of the 
ground plane. A review of these miniaturization techniques along with the issues related with it 
are discussed below. 
1.2.1 Modifying Substrate Parameters 
Literature provides various techniques by which substrate parameters and 
electromagnetic fields confined within the antenna body can be changed. One of the most
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common techniques is to use shorting plates [2] or shorting pins [3, 4] which shifts the voltage 
null away from the center of the radiating element. The level of miniaturization achieved with 
this technique depends on the placement position of the shorting element. By placing the 
shorting element at the edge of the radiator, a maximum shift of the voltage null can be achieved 
and the transverse dimension of the antenna can be reduced by 60% [5]. Also, this technique 
results in low radiation efficiency and narrow bandwidth. Miniaturization by employing high 
permittivity [6, 7] and permeability [8] materials as the antenna substrates are known to be 
effective but possess issues associated with machinability and cost of high contrast ceramic 
substrates [9, 10]. For example, a stacked patch antenna implemented in low temperature cofired 
ceramic technology (LTCC) has achieved a compact size on a high permittivity (εr=14) 
λ0/6.8×λ0/6.8 LTCC tape [11]. Reference [9] carried out the stacked patch design over a higher 
permittivity (εr=45) ceramic substrate and realized an overall antenna size of ~λ0/8×λ0/8 around 
the L2 (1227MHz) band. Recently, design flexibilities offered by the metamaterial inspired 
antennas [5, 12-16] have been harnessed to develop small antenna elements. Although, all these 
techniques provide a considerable amount of miniaturization, however, impedance matching, 
small bandwidth, low radiation efficiency, increased fabrication complexities and cost of high 
contrast ceramic substrates still remains the design challenges. Alternative designs based on 
printed metamaterials [17] were considered to reduce the antenna footprint for low-profile 
monopoles [18] and patches [19]. Nevertheless, low radiation efficiency and narrow bandwidth 
continue to be a challenge. Recently, several research groups have adopted engineered negative 
permeability (i.e. MNG) substrates made-up from periodic arrangements of spilt ring resonators 
(SRRs) as an alternative miniaturization technique [14, 16, 20]. However, the necessary vertical 
alignment of the SRRs with respect to the antenna ground plane significantly increased the 
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fabrication complexity and associated cost. More recently, inspired from the fact that periodic 
arrangements of complementary versions of split ring resonators (CSRRs) can generate an 
engineered negative permittivity (i.e. ENG) material [21], a new miniaturized patch has been 
realized by horizontally placing a CSRR between the ground and antenna metallization planes 
[5]. This antenna has been designed by utilizing a genetic algorithm optimization approach and 
can only radiate with linear polarization due to its rotationally asymmetric layout.   
1.2.2 Modifying Radiator Geometry 
The second miniaturization technique involves changing the radiator geometry to 3-D 
such as folded patch [22], inverted L/U shape patch [23, 24] and, folded cubical dipole [25]. But 
this hampers the mechanical robustness of the design. Other traditional techniques such as 
meandering [26, 27] are also employed for antenna miniaturization. Nevertheless, low radiation 
efficiency and small bandwidth continue to be the major limitation factors.  In addition, placing 
slots on the radiator is also a very common approach [28, 29]. However, the level of 
miniaturization (typically 38%, [2]) is limited to the extent by which current path is elongated. In 
[24, 30], fragmented aperture method was employed for miniaturization but the antenna was yet 
about ~λ0/5×λ0/5 at the L2 band.  
1.2.3 Modifying Ground Plane Geometry 
Lastly, etching slots on the ground plane also provides considerable antenna size 
miniaturization such as in [31-33]. In [34-36] it is reported that by etching arrays of SRRs into 
the ground plane (creating complementary SRRs or CSRRs) it is possible to lower the resonant 
frequency of the patch to that of the CSRRs. However, this approach only provides modest size 
reductions (about 32% reported in [34]). Nevertheless, this results in a significant reduction in 
front-to-back ratio (to almost 0dB, [5]) and increases the cross polarization level to the same 
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level as the co-polarization in both E- and H- planes. Moreover, the etched slot pattern consumes 
more space than the radiating element thereby keeping the overall size of the design unaffected. 
It is also important to point out that all these miniaturization techniques mentioned above 
aim to reduce the antenna metallization footprint without considering the substrate size. That is 
to say, although the footprint size of the antenna was reduced, its overall size (which includes the 
substrate size) was kept the same.  
1.3. Filter Miniaturization: Background Review 
In the past, numerous state-of-art filters have been reported [37-43] to achieve this. These 
filters are implemented in low temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC) substrate technology, 
containing approximately ten layers or more of metallization layers connected through several 
vias. The proposed designs have good performance and are very compact in size. However, they 
have complex design structure which leads to complicated synthesis process and high fabrication 
cost. In [41, 44, 45], size of the filters has been reduced by using quarter-wave transformers. 
Although, these filters demonstrate good performance, their structures are complicated due to use 
of folding topology and mass of shorted vias. Filter miniaturization using lumped reactive 
elements have been used in the past [46-48], however, they have very poor quality factors, high 
insertion loss and low rejection at RF frequencies. 
1.4. Dissertation Organization 
The aim of this presented work is to advance the present state of art in miniaturization 
techniques in antenna and RF devices. This dissertation is organized in 6 chapters, with chapters 
1 and 6 corresponding to introduction and future work. Chapter 2 presents a wide-band CDL 
antenna design operating in ISM band. The design methodology for obtaining printed compact 
resonators and predicting its resonance through dispersion diagram analysis will be discussed in 
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detail. Chapter 3 presents a small compact dual-band circularly polarized CDL antenna along 
with experimental verifications. The design is shown to operate at GPS L2-L1 bands. In chapter 
4, a miniaturized circularly polarized patch antenna is presented. The antenna is designed to 
operate in ISM band. Finally, in chapter 5 a miniaturization technique to obtain small compact 
RF filters is presented. The technique of reactive volumetric pin loadings, introduced in chapter 3 
and 4, is used for miniaturizing the size of the filters. 
 6 
 
CHAPTER 2: MINIATURE COUPLED DOUBLE LOOP (CDL) ANTENNA
1
 
 
2.1. Design Methodology 
In our antenna design methodology, we treat a printed antenna as a two unit resonators 
which are cascaded circularly in a periodic fashion, see Fig. 2.1(a). As shown in Fig. 2.1(b), each 
of these unit cells is composed of a pair of printed transmission lines. The antenna resonates 
whenever a standing wave is formed by two oppositely propagating voltage waves. This occurs 
whenever each wave acquires a phase shift of (Φ+n2π) after traversing the whole loop. 
Evidently, this condition requires that the phase delay of each unit cell should be an integer 
multiple of π. 
The first step in designing the unit cell is to determine its resonance frequency which is 
done by extracting its dispersion diagram, also called as K=ω diagram. A typical dispersion 
diagram of half loop unit cell composed of a regular TL is shown in Fig. 2.1(c). On this diagram, 
we can see the resonant frequency of the loop corresponds to the integer multiple of π phase 
delays. Intuitively, to miniaturize an antenna, its resonance frequency must be lowered without 
changing its physical size. Thus, our miniaturization goal is to shift down the К=π points as 
lower as possible in the frequency axis without increasing the physical size of the unit cell. This 
can possibly be done by loading the unit cell with lumped inductors and capacitors, see Fig. 
2.1(b). Fig. 2.1(d), depicts the dispersion diagram of the unit cell loaded with lumped inductor 
                                                          
1 G. Mumcu, S. Gupta, K. Sertel, and J. L. Volakis, "Small Wideband Double-Loop Antennas 
Using Lumped Inductors and Coupling Capacitors," Antennas and Wireless Propagation Letters, 
IEEE, vol. 10, pp. 107-110, 2011. Permission is included in Appendix A. 
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Figure 2.1: CDL antenna layout and dispersion diagram. (a) Two unit cells cascaded circularly; 
(b) Unit composed of two TL’s loaded with reactive loading; (c) Dispersion diagram of a unit cell 
composed of only a regular TL; (d) K=π resonance shifts down by loading the unit cell with 
reactive loadings, providing antenna or device miniaturization. 
 
and capacitor (i.e. unit cell of Fig. 2.1(b)). As can be seen, a band gap opens up in the diagram at 
К=π points. Such a periodic structure is known as a regular band edge (RBE) crystal because of 
its 2
nd
 order parabolic behavior near the band edge. As shown in Fig. 2.1(d), the resonance at 
К=π points can be further pushed down to a lower frequency by increasing the loading, thereby 
providing a 4
th
 order curve. A 4
th
 order curve allows a maximally flat band edge be further 
pushed down to a lower frequency by increasing the К=π points.  
2.2. Dispersion Diagram Analysis Applications 
The dispersion diagram and the miniaturization technique discussed above can be applied 
to obtain small compact radiators. To elaborate it further, two design examples will be discussed
π-π K
Band gap
ω
K=π 
K=π 
Unit cells 
composed of two 
printed TL  Capacitive Loading
Inductive Loading
K=π 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
ω
K π-π
ωr
(d) 
Regular TL Unit Cell 
Unit cell loaded with 
reactive loading 
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Figure 2.2: CDL unit cell and its applications. (a) Unit cell consisting of partially coupled and 
reactively loaded microstrip lines; (b) Two unit cells cascaded in a circularly periodic fashion 
form a resonator operating at K=π frequencies; (c) Bringing two K=π resonances together and 
simultaneously exciting them results in bandwidth enhancement; (d) Separating the K=π 
resonances results in dual band performance. 
 
in this and the following chapters.  
Fig. 2.2(a), depicts the CDL (coupled double loop) unit cell composed of two partially 
coupled microstrip lines loaded with lumped circuit loads. Propagation of the waves through this 
unit cell can be represented with the dispersion (K-ω) diagram shown in Fig. 2.2(b). Due to the 
presence of multiple microstrip lines, these К-ω diagrams exhibit multiple branches and allow 
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the antenna to support radiation simultaneously at different bands. In addition, lumped circuit 
loads (i.e. inductors and coupling capacitor (CM)) could be strategically employed within the 
antenna layout to achieve miniaturization without resorting to high contrast (εr>10) ceramic 
substrates. The shape of the dispersion diagram and separation of the К=π frequencies are 
conveniently controlled with the microstrip line widths, lengths, and lumped circuit loads [49]. 
Precisely, the upper band resonance can be controlled via outer line parameters (i.e. TL length 
and width) and lumped inductors whereas, lower band resonance can be controlled by adjusting 
coupling capacitor (CM), see Fig. 2.2(b). The design flexibility of adjusting the frequency spacing 
between the К=π resonances allow us to obtain two different antenna types. For the first case, an 
extended bandwidth performance can be achieved by bringing closer two consecutive К-ω 
branches and simultaneously exciting their К=π resonances, see Fig. 2.2(c). In contrast, a dual-
band performance can be obtained by tuning the К=π resonances associated with each branch of 
the К=ω diagram (see Fig. 2.2(d)) to the desired frequencies via proper selection of the unit cell 
parameters. In the following section CDL wide-band antenna design is discussed. The rest of the 
chapter 2 discuss about the design procedure to extract the complete antenna layout for CDL 
wide-band antenna, whereas, its dual-band counterpart will be discussed in detail in chapter 3. 
To support our study, fabricated prototypes with its measured results are presented. 
2.3. Miniature Coupled Double Loop (CDL) Antenna with Extended Bandwidth Performance 
As depicted in Fig. 2.3, CDL antenna is formed by cascading two partially coupled 
microstrip line layouts in a circularly periodic fashion. The antenna resonates at K=π 
frequencies, since these points are associated with matching phases of the two propagating waves 
(K>π and K<π). Antenna miniaturization is obtained by lowering the K=π resonances. 
Concurrently, an  extended bandwidth performance  can  simply  be achieved  by bringing two   
 10 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Simulation model of CDL wide-band antenna. (a) Circular cascading of two unit cells 
to obtain a complete resonator with a phase shift of 2π; (b) Capacitively loaded double loop 
(CDL) antenna layout on 125mil thick 1.5" × 1.5" Rogers TMM 10i (εr=9.8, tanδ=0.002) 
substrate vs. patch antenna footprint. 
 
consecutive K-ω branches close to each other and simultaneously exciting their K=π resonances. 
The following sections present three miniature CDL antennas designed via a K-ω diagram 
analysis that treats the antennas as two unit cell resonators. One of the antenna prototypes is 
fabricated on a 125-mil-thick Rogers TMM10i substrate and shown to deliver 2.1% |S11| < 10-dB 
bandwidth and 1.2 dB gain with a λ0/9.8 x λ0/9.8 x λ0/39.4 footprint at 2.4GHz. This CDL 
antenna has 49% smaller footprint area than a standard patch while achieving a similar 
bandwidth performance. The second CDL antenna is fabricated on a smaller substrate having 
comparable size to its footprint. Despite being 45% smaller, this CDL antenna exhibits the same 
bandwidth performance as the standard patch. The other CDL antenna was shown to exhibit 
14.7% bandwidth from 2.4 to 2.78 GHz on a 250-mil-thick substrate. Its footprint is λ0/9.8 x 
λ0/9.8 x λ0/19.7 with a gain of 4.34 dB (>80% efficiency) at 2.4. 
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2.4. Antenna Design and Operation Principle 
To demonstrate control of the resonance frequency spacing and bandwidth enhancement 
using coupled microstrip lines, we consider the unit cell layout depicted in Fig. 2.4(a). The unit 
cell footprint has dimensions of 500 x 250 mil on a 125mil thick (1mil = 0.001 inch = 
0.0254mm) substrate. To enable circular cascading [40] (thus, carry out dispersion analysis), the 
microstrip ports were aligned at y = 0 the cut as depicted in Fig. 2.4(b). A high-contrast substrate 
with relative permittivity εr = 9.8 was used to achieve a smaller footprint. Previous work on 
lumped circuit unit cell models [41] demonstrated that one of the K = π frequencies can be 
controlled via coupling and the other K = π frequency is primarily associated with the length and 
reactive load on the outer line. Therefore, a lumped capacitor CM was placed between the inner 
and outer lines [see Fig. 2.4(a)] to achieve greater control and adjust separation of the K = π 
resonances. A meandered inductor was also introduced to bring the resonance associated with the 
outer line down to the 2.45 GHz ISM band. We also remark that the line width was shown to be 
critical for the CDL bandwidth [39], [40]. Specifically, to improve bandwidth, we chose the 
outer microstrip lines to be ~80mil, which is considerably wider than the inner line width of 
~25mil. 
Since the substrate thickness is larger than the line widths, and the ports are closely 
spaced (due to the small footprint size), a full-wave eigenfrequency analysis is needed to extract 
the K-ω diagram. Fig. 2.4(b) depicts the computational model for eigenfrequency analysis. To 
model the circular periodicity, two periodic boundary conditions were employed on x > 0 and x 
< 0 segments of the y = 0 plane. A 5-mil-thick perfect electric conductor (PEC) strip was used to 
separate these periodic boundary conditions from each other as shown in Fig. 2.4(b). To 
terminate the computational domain, PEC boundary conditions were placed adjacent to the 
 12 
 
substrate walls and 1000 mil above the substrate surface. We also note that losses in conductors, 
lumped capacitor, and substrate were ignored for carrying out the dispersion diagram analysis. 
Fig. 2.4(c)–(e) depicts the K-ω diagrams of the unit cell for various CM values. As seen in the 
unloaded (CM = 0pF) case (see Fig. 2.4(c)), two K = π resonances are observed at 2.86 and 2.46 
GHz. As expected from the lumped circuit models [41], CM increases coupling and modifies the 
shape of the K-ω branches (lowers one of the K = π resonances). For this unit cell configuration, 
the frequency of the lower K = π resonance is primarily controlled by the outer line length. In our 
design, the lumped meandered inductor was first chosen so that a K = π resonance was obtained 
  
Figure 2.4: Unit cell layout and computational model for dispersion diagram analysis. (a) Unit 
cell layout (dimensions are in mils); (b) Computational model for eigenfrequency analysis. 
Dispersion diagram for (c) CM = 0pF, (d) CM = 0.7pF, and (e) CM = 1.7pF. Proper CM loading 
can tune one of the K = π frequencies. 
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at 2.46 GHz. Subsequently, CM was increased to bring the second K = π resonance in proximity 
to the first. As depicted in Fig. 2.4(d), for CM = 0.7pF, the K-ω branches exhibit K = π 
resonances at 2.46 and 2.44 GHz, forming the two closely spaced resonances about the center 
frequency of 2.45 GHz. Fig. 2.4(e) shows the CM = 1.7pF case, resulting in two well-separated 
resonances at 1.8GHz and 2.46 GHz. To summarize, the presented unit cell can exhibit dual 
resonances controllable via CM and meandered inductor values. In the following, we present the 
realization of specific antenna designs that achieve extended bandwidth performance based on 
this concept. 
2.5. Antenna Performance 
CDL antenna was formed by cascading two partially coupled microstrip line unit cells in 
a circularly periodic fashion as depicted in Fig. 2.5(b). A fabricated prototype of the CDL 
antenna is shown in Fig. 2.5(a). This antenna was implemented on a 125-mil-thick 1.5 x 1.5 in 
Rogers TMM10i (εr = 9.8, tanδ = 0.002) substrate. Its footprint was etched from copper and, as 
usual, the substrate’s back surface was metallized to form the ground plane. For performance 
comparison, a standard patch antenna with a footprint of 0.7 x 0.7 in
2
 was also fabricated to 
match the CDL antenna’s resonance, as depicted in Fig. 2.5(a). 
The CDL antenna in Fig. 2.5(b) was fed by a capacitively coupled 50- coaxial probe and 
a microstrip feed line. The lengths of the feed line along the x- and y-axes were adjusted to 
achieve matching at the higher and lower resonance frequencies, respectively. For CM = 0.7pF 
coupling, the calculated resonances at 2.41 and 2.44 GHz [see Fig. 2.5(b)] result in an extended 
bandwidth of 2.5%. These resonances deviate slightly from the corresponding 2.44 and 2.46 
GHz values obtained via   dispersion analysis. Such deviations between the   K-ω   diagram 
resonances and the actual ones are expected [40]. It is due to the feed structure that perturbs the 
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Figure 2.5: Fabricated antenna prototype and its performance. (a) CDL and patch antennas 
fabricated on a 125-mil-thick Rogers TMM10i substrate. Both antennas operate near the 2.45 
GHz ISM band; (b) Comparison of simulated and measured return loss for the CDL antenna; (c) 
Measured return loss of the CDL and patch antennas; (d) Measured x-directed polarization gains 
(patch at 2.49 GHz, CDL at 2.4 GHz) in the  y-z plane. 
 
periodicity and the computational model approximating the domain truncation with PEC walls. 
Nevertheless, the dispersion analysis serves well for design guidance. 
To improve impedance matching at 2.4 GHz, the feed line oriented along the x-axis was 
further extended by 20mil using copper tape. From Fig. 2.5(b), we observe that the measured 
bandwidth curve is in reasonable agreement with the simulated one. Specifically, a 2.1% 
bandwidth from 2.37 to 2.42GHz was measured for the CDL antenna. Fig. 2.5(c) and (d) 
presents the measured bandwidth and gain performances of the fabricated CDL and patch 
antennas. It is seen that the CDL antenna has similar bandwidth performance to the patch (2.1% 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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versus 2.3%) while being 49% smaller in footprint area. The measured x-directed polarization 
gains for the CDL antenna were 2.2 dB at 2.40 GHz and 1.2 dB at 2.38 GHz. The corresponding 
patch antenna gain was measured to be 4 dB at 2.49 GHz. That is, the CDL antenna can deliver 
the same bandwidth with a significantly smaller footprint area at the expense of reduced gain (~2 
dB less gain) and radiation efficiency (~65%). Regardless, it is important to note that the CDL 
antenna footprint was only λ0/9.8 x λ0/9.8 x λ0/39.4 at 2.4GHz 
2.6. Substrate Size Effects 
The small footprint of the CDL antenna implies that the substrate size could also be 
reduced significantly. To better assess the CDL antenna’s performance on a small substrate, the 
substrate size was reduced down to 0.6 x 0.6in
2
. Thus, as depicted in Fig. 2.6(a), the antenna 
could barely fit on the substrate. The antenna was fed with a capacitively coupled 50Ω coaxial 
probe, and its design was carried with the antenna centered on a 1.5 x 1.5in
2
 brass ground plane. 
As depicted in Fig. 2.6(b), the CDL antenna exhibited two closely spaced resonances about 2.54 
GHz and had a bandwidth of 1.6%. The increase in the resonance frequencies (from the previous 
design operating at 2.4 GHz band) is attributed to the reduced substrate size. When compared to 
a reduced size patch [see Fig. 2.6(a)] resonating at the same frequency, the CDL antenna is 44% 
smaller with its bandwidth still being the same. However, the measured gain given in Fig. 2.6(c) 
is 2.1 dB at 2.4 GHz and 2.3 dB lower than that of the patch, implying 53% radiation efficiency. 
The bandwidth and radiation efficiency of the CDL antennas can be increased 
significantly by employing a thicker substrate [40].  To verify this, a third CDL antenna was 
designed using a 250mil thick 1.5 x 1.5in
2
 Rogers TMM10i substrate, as shown in Fig. 2.7(a). 
Similarly to the previous designs, this antenna was configured to have a 500 x 500 mil
2
 footprint 
(i.e. λ0/9.8 x λ0/9.8 at 2.4 GHz)   and  excite  two nearby  resonances. Since the K = π  resonance 
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Figure 2.6: Performance comparison of the CDL and patch antennas with reduced size. The 
measurements are carried out on a 1.5 x 1.5in
2
 ground plane. (a) Fabricated antennas; (b) 
Measured return loss of the CDL and patch antennas; (c) Measured x -directed polarization gains 
in the y-z plane at 2.54 GHz. 
 
associated with the outer loop is already at about 2.4 GHz (due to the increased fringing fields 
within the thicker substrate), the meandered inductors were not needed. Also, the outer 
microstrip lines along the y- axis were chosen somewhat narrower (80 mil) as compared to the 
120mil wide lines along the -axis. This was motivated from [40] because such configurations 
exhibit larger bandwidths at the expense of a larger footprint. This antenna was again fed by a 
capacitively coupled coaxial probe. The probe was placed on the outer loop, and its location 
(170mils from the right edge) was adjusted for impedance matching. To further improve 
matching (during the experiment), a lumped capacitor was connected between the probe and the 
outer transmission line as shown in Fig. 2.7(a). The value of this capacitor (0.4 pF) was 
determined  experimentally  via trial  and error. From Fig. 2.7(b) and (c),  we observe  that  the 
(a) 
   (b) (c) 
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Figure 2.7: CDL wide-band antenna on thicker substrate. (a) CDL antenna fabricated on a 250-
mil-thick Rogers TMM10i substrate, An additional lumped 0.4pF capacitor is connected between 
the coaxial probe and outer microstrip line to improve S11 < -10 dB matching. (b) Comparison of 
simulated and measured return loss. (c) Gain pattern measured at 2.65 GHz in the y-z plane. 
 
measured gain and bandwidth curves are in reasonable agreement with the simulated ones. 
Specifically, 14.7% bandwidth from 2.4 to 2.78GHz was measured. This CDL antenna exhibited 
4.34dB gain at 2.65GHz for the x-directed polarization. The maximum cross-polarization gain 
level was determined to be 6.5 dB lower than the co-polarization gain across the entire 
bandwidth. The cross-polarization levels can be further reduced by employing better feeding 
mechanisms and by resorting to more symmetric unit cell layouts. The radiation efficiency was 
found to be above 80% over the entire bandwidth (via a gain comparison method). It is important 
to note that antenna footprint was only λ0/9.8 x λ0/9.8 x λ0/19.7 at 2.4 GHz. 
Based upon our discussion, it can be concluded that an extended bandwidth performance 
can be obtained by combining two closely spaced K=π resonances via simultaneously adjusting 
  
    
(a) 
(b) (c) 
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the unit cell parameters. In contrast, instead of combining the two K=π resonances, a dual band 
performance can be achieved by separating them apart and precisely tuning them to the desired 
frequency bands (GPS L2 (1227.5MHz) and L1 (1575MHz) bands for the present case) by 
controlling the unit cell parameters, as will be discussed in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3: DUAL-BAND MINIATURE COUPLED DOUBLE LOOP GPS ANTENNA 
LOADED WITH LUMPED CAPACITORS AND INDUCTIVE PINS
2
  
 
3.1. Introduction 
Relatively weak signal level of the Global Positioning System (GPS) makes it inherently 
vulnerable to intentional or unintentional jammers [50]. Military systems generally address this 
drawback by employing multi-element GPS arrays to generate pattern nulls in the directions of 
the jamming signals [51]. Integration of such anti-jam GPS arrays with compact unmanned 
vehicles and portable devices demands efficient miniature multi-band antenna elements. 
To address the above need, several techniques [52-54] have been applied in literature for
  
Figure 3.1: Computational model of the dual band CDL GPS antenna. The 0.3" long conductive 
pins are electrically connected to the outer loop metallization: (a) Lateral view; (b) Top view 
with detailed layout dimensions. 
                                                          
2 S. Gupta and G. Mumcu, "Dual-Band Miniature Coupled Double Loop GPS Antenna Loaded 
With Lumped Capacitors and Inductive Pins," Antennas and Propagation, IEEE Transactions 
on, vol. 61, pp. 2904-2910, 2013. Permission is included in Appendix B. 
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miniaturization of dual-band GPS antennas operating at the L2 (i.e. 1227MHz) and L1 (i.e. 
1575MHz) frequencies. For example, a stacked patch antenna implemented in low temperature 
cofired ceramic technology (LTCC) has achieved a compact size over a high permittivity (εr=14) 
λ0/6.8×λ0/6.8 LTCC tape [11]. Reference [9] carried out the stacked patch design over a higher 
permittivity (εr=45) ceramic substrate and realized an overall antenna size of ~λ0/8×λ0/8 around 
the L2 band. Although this antenna is miniaturized, impedance matching and fabrication of such 
elements are possibly challenging due to the issues associated with machinability and cost of 
high contrast ceramic substrates [10, 55]. In [30], fragmented aperture method was employed but 
the antenna was yet about ~λ0/5×λ0/5 at the L2 band. In addition, [56] used quadruple inverted-F 
with a multilayered feed structure to achieve a compact circularly polarized (CP) antenna. 
Recently, design flexibilities offered by the metamaterial inspired antennas [12] have been 
harnessed to develop small dual band GPS elements without necessitating the use of high 
permittivity substrates [13]. These antennas have been shown to operate with λ0/6.7×λ0/6.7 area 
and λ0/13 antenna height at L2 band. Other traditional antenna miniaturization techniques such as 
shorting pins and meandering [26] were also employed for GPS antenna miniaturization. 
Nevertheless, low radiation efficiency and small bandwidth continue to be the major limitation 
factors. 
  More recently, our group has presented [57] a capacitively loaded coupled double loop 
(CDL) GPS antenna realized over a standard printed circuit board substrate (Rogers TMM10i 
(εr=9.8, tanδ=0.002)) [58]. However, the antenna suffered significantly from low L2 band 
radiation efficiencies once its substrate size was reduced below 1.6"1.6" 
(1mil=0.0254mm=0.001"). In this work, we present a modified dual-band CDL antenna that can 
concurrently address operational goals of (i) small form factor, (ii) >24MHz 3dB realized gain 
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bandwidth at L2/L1 bands, and (iii) >70% radiation efficiency at the L2/L1 band center 
frequencies. Specifically, the CDL antenna layout is modified to be loaded with lumped 
capacitors and inductive pins (see Fig. 1) to achieve size miniaturization (λ0/8.8×λ0/8.8 at L2 
band), high radiation efficiency (>75%), and proper L2/L1 resonance frequency spacing.  
Antenna miniaturization through periodic via and/or lumped capacitor loadings has been 
recently proposed for various structures. For instance, [18] used inductive vias and lumped 
capacitors within the context of negative refractive index(NRI) metamaterials to realize a small 
folded monopole antenna. In [59], two NRI metamaterial based small monopoles were designed 
to resonate at closely spaced frequencies and subsequently combined to form a compact antenna 
operating with an extended bandwidth performance. Likewise, [60] used a combination of 
inductive vias and capacitive loadings to introduce infinite wavelength resonant antennas with 
monopole like radiation patterns. Additionally, in [61] small slot loops and patches were 
presented using an artificial transmission line structure that included periodically loaded lumped 
capacitors. Further, in [62], an irregular ground plane structure composed of conductive vias was 
employed to parasitically load a patch antenna, and thus achieve a circularly polarized radiator.  
This presented work investigates the effects of volumetric pin and lumped capacitor 
loadings, but in contrast to the aforementioned designs, it does not rely on NRI metamaterials or 
ground plane perturbation. Instead, a miniature double loop antenna is presented radiating based 
on the K=π resonance mechanism. Although the NRI metamaterial antennas can also exhibit 
multiple resonances and be designed to radiate at K=π resonances, the novelty of the presented 
antenna lies with the use of coupled transmission line loops to achieve the dual-band operation. 
In addition, the proposed antenna’s compact size and dual–band circular polarization distinguish 
it from previous CDL designs. The design principles of the proposed antenna are characterized 
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computationally and validated experimentally. In the following, we begin our discussion by 
briefly summarizing the performance of the 1.6"1.6" dual band CDL GPS antenna that was 
designed in our previous work [57]. Specifically, we emphasize that the L2 band efficiency of 
this antenna degrades significantly from 75% to 13% as its substrate size is gradually reduced 
down to 1.1"1.1". In order to alleviate this issue, in Section 3.3, we introduce volumetric 
inductive pin loading on the outer loop of the 1.1"1.1" CDL GPS antenna to remove the 
excessive conductor loss of the L2 band resonance. Section 3.4 presents a 1.1"1.1" 
(~λ0/8.8×λ0/8.8 at L2) reactively loaded dual-band CDL antenna operating with 4.9 and 2.6dB 
realized right handed circularly polarized (RHCP) gains at L2 and L1 bands, respectively. 
3.2. Dual-Band CDL GPS Antenna 
Fig. 3.2 depicts the layout of the CDL GPS antenna realized in our recent work [57] by 
making use of the mode diversity observed in partially coupled transmission lines [63]. In this 
design approach, the antenna metallization is treated as a circularly periodic structure consisting 
of two unit cells (see Fig. 2(a)). As compared to the unit cells in [58] and [64], [57] redesigned 
the unit cell to realize a CDL antenna layout with 90
0
 rotational symmetry in order to support the 
circularly polarized radiation. The resonances of the antenna leading to broadside radiation are 
associated with the K=π frequencies of the dispersion diagram that depicts the phase shift per 
unit cell attained by a propagating wave [64]. As shown in Fig. 3.2(c), the presence of dual 
transmission lines within the unit cells allow the antenna to support radiation simultaneously at 
two different frequencies. Unit cell parameters such as width of the microstrip lines, their 
lengths, lumped reactive loads and coupling capacitors (CM) can be utilized to concurrently 
adjust the separation between the K=π frequencies and achieve miniaturization without 
necessitating  the  use of  ceramic  substrates  exhibiting  higher  permittivity  values  (i.e. εr>10).  
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Figure 3.2: Dual-band CDL layout. (a) CDL antenna layout modified to be rotationally 
symmetric to achieve circular polarization; (b) Dispersion diagram of the unit cell. Two K=π 
resonances separated to L2 & L1 bands; (c) Unit cell layout (in mils) over the 2"×2" Rogers 
TMM 10i substrate. 
 
Specifically, the meandered inner transmission line loaded with lumped capacitors is primarily 
responsible for the 1.6GHz K=π resonance, whereas the 1.3GHz K=π resonance is mainly 
controlled with the width and length of the outer transmission line. For example, the frequency 
of the 1.3GHz K=π resonance can be reduced without affecting the frequency of the 1.6GHz 
K=π resonance if a smaller outer line width is utilized. Likewise, increasing the length of the 
inner line results in a lower frequency for the 1.6GHz K=π resonance without affecting the 
1.3GHz K=π resonance. The increase in CM results in a lower frequency for both resonances, 
however, its effect is more pronounced for the higher K=π resonance. Consequently, the CDL 
antenna accomplishes miniaturization by employing reactive loadings within its unit cell layout 
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in the form of meandered lines and lumped circuit elements [58]. The metallization area of the 
unit cell in Fig. 3.2(c) was constrained by 1"×0.5" in the design stage to limit the L2 band 
electrical size of the antenna metallization by ~λ0/10×λ0/10. In addition, Rogers TMM10i 
(εr=9.8, tanδ=0.002) was selected as the antenna substrate with 500mil thickness to realize an 
efficient GPS antenna with satisfactory bandwidth performance. RHCP was achieved by 
employing two 90º out-of-phase 50Ω coaxial probes within the rotationally symmetric antenna 
layout. Specifically, the CDL GPS antenna operated over a 10"×10" ground plane with measured 
3.4dB (86% efficiency) and 4.4dB (95% efficiency) right handed circularly polarized (RHCP) 
realized gains at the L2 and L1 bands, respectively.   
Our computational studies in [57] identified a significant degradation in the L2 band 
radiation efficiency as the lateral substrate size of the CDL GPS antenna was gradually reduced 
from 2"×2" down to 1"×1" (throughout the paper, Ansoft HFSS was used as the design tool). 
Specifically, a steep drop in L2 band radiation efficiency (12.5% per 0.1"
2
 substrate size 
reductions) was experienced when the substrate was made smaller than 1.6"×1.6". On the other 
hand, the efficiency of the resonance mode supporting the L1 band radiation was still found to be 
larger than 90%.  Consequently, the smallest CDL GPS antenna design was previously carried 
out with a 1.6"×1.6" substrate size to accomplish an efficient L2 band operation. This has 
motivated us to develop an alternative approach in the design of CDL antenna in order to realize 
a miniaturized dual-band GPS radiator without a degraded L2 band radiation efficiency. 
3.3. Loss Mechanism and Volumetric Pin Loading 
To understand the loss mechanism of the L2 mode resonance, computational studies were 
carried  out to  evaluate  the  surface  current  densities. Since  L2  mode  radiation  is  primarily  
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Figure 3.3: Surface current density and current flow. (a) L2 band surface current density on the 
outer loop with substrate sizes of 1.6"×1.6"; (b) 1.4"×1.4"; and (c) 1.1"×1.1"; (d) 1.1"×1.1" when 
the outer loop is loaded with 300mil tall 39.6 mil diameter vertical pins; (e) L2 band current flow 
directions for port 1 excitation.  
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associated with the outer loop of the antenna layout, Fig. 3.3(a)-(d) present the outer loop’s 
current density for various substrate sizes. From these plots, it is clearly seen that a reduction in 
substrate size beyond 1.6"×1.6" is accompanied with significant increases in surface current 
densities at the outer loop and coupling capacitors. Consequently, the conductor losses can be 
identified as the main cause of the low L2 band radiation efficiency observed in the reduced 
substrate size CDL GPS antenna. 
A well-known approach that can be employed for improving the radiation efficiency of 
the outer loop is resorting to a wider microstrip line. However, this causes a physically and 
electrically larger antenna structure. Therefore, we proceeded to decrease the surface current 
density of the outer loop by distributing the current volumetrically with 0.3" long metalized 
vertical pins as depicted in Fig. 3.3(d) and (e). These vertical pins were electrically connected to 
the outer loop metallization and therefore did not make any connection with the ground plane. 
Fig. 3.3(e) demonstrates the L2 band current distribution on the surface of the pin loaded antenna 
when the first feed port is excited. It is observed that the currents at the top surface of each unit 
cell (i.e. half of the antenna) are oriented in the same direction due to the K=π resonance, thus, 
resulting in a broadside radiation. The presence of the pins modifies the current distribution in 
two different ways. Specifically, the pins on the antenna faces parallel to the x-z plane support a 
current distribution that serves as an extension length for the surface current on the top of the 
antenna (see current path #2 in Fig. 3.3(e)). On the other hand, the pins on the antenna faces 
parallel to the y-z plane provide a reactive loading effect by supporting a meandered current 
distribution (see current path #1 in Fig. 3.3(e)). Therefore, the loading effect of these vertical 
pins causes a reduction in L2 band resonance frequency. This effect, in turn, also allows a larger 
line width for the outer loop without necessitating the enlargement of the antenna size. Since the 
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Figure 3.4: Computational study on pin arrangements. (a) Variation in L2 and L1 band radiation 
efficiencies as the pin locations are changed from inner to the outer edge of the outer loop; (b) L2 
band resonance frequency and radiation efficiency as a function of the total number of pins; (c) 
L2 band radiation efficiency vs. total number of pins as the shift in resonance frequency is 
compensated by varying the pin heights; (d) Variations in L2 and L1 band resonance frequencies 
as a function of pin height for the case of N=20. 
 
current is volumetrically distributed, the current densities at the outer loop and capacitors are 
significantly reduced with the help of these pins. Consequently, the radiation efficiency increases  
 from a mere 13% to 88%. It is also important to note that the presence of the pins at the outer 
loop does not influence the L1 band surface current density concentrated at the inner loop. 
Hence, L1 band radiation efficiency is minimally affected with this CDL antenna loading 
scheme.  
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To identify the effects of the suggested pin arrangements on the radiation performance, 
computational studies were carried out to consider various pin parameters such as their relative 
position along the width of the outer loop, radius, and total number. In these studies, the antenna 
layout was identical to that of the CDL GPS antenna shown in Fig. 3.1(b). The overall substrate 
size was 1.1"x1.1" and N=20 300mil long 39.6mil diameter pins metalized from copper were 
placed at the outer loop. Fig. 3.4(a) presents the variations in the radiation efficiencies of the L2 
and L1 band resonances as the pins were gradually re-located from the inner to the outer edge of 
the outer loop in increments of 20mil. It is observed that the worst-case efficiencies are well 
above 70% due to the presence of the pins. Specifically, the L1 band radiation efficiency 
decreases from 78% to 70% as the pins are re- located to the outer edge of the outer loop. On the 
other hand, the L2 band efficiency increases from 73% to 88% for the same case. Since a 
standard printed circuit board (PCB) fabrication typically realizes metalized pins from 
composites having lower conductivities than copper, the outer edge of the outer loop was 
eventually chosen for the pin locations to maximize the efficiency of the L2 band resonance.  
Fig. 3.4(b) depicts the change in the L2 band resonance frequency and efficiency as the 
total number of the pins are changed from N=0 to N=36. As seen, the antenna is precisely tuned 
to 1227MHz when the outer loop is loaded with N=20 300mil long pins and radiates with 88% 
efficiency. When the number of pins are gradually decreased from N=20, the L2 band resonance 
shifts to higher frequencies, implying an electrically larger antenna structure. On the other hand, 
increasing the number of pins beyond N=20 does not provide further pronounced benefits in 
terms of radiation efficiency and electrical size.  
Reducing the number of pins without affecting the electrical size, resonance frequency, 
and radiation efficiency performance is important for achieving a lower cost fabrication. The 
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resonance frequency shift observed in the L2 band as the number of pins reduced below N=20 
can be conveniently compensated by increasing the height of the pins due to elongated current 
path (see Fig 3.3(e)). As demonstrated in Fig. 3.4(c), longer pins do not significantly degrade the 
radiation efficiency and the CDL antenna continues to exhibit its miniature size. Nevertheless, 
the reduction in number of pins is limited by the maximum thickness of the substrate. For 
example, for N=4, the pin heights must be larger than 500mil to keep the resonance precisely 
tuned to 1227MHz (i.e. hence, N=4 case was modeled for an antenna residing on 550mil thick 
substrate). In addition, it may be convenient to restrict the pin height to increments of available 
substrate thicknesses for a given PCB fabrication approach. For instance, 500mil thick CDL 
antenna can be realized from a stack of five 100mil thick substrates, thereby allowing a 
convenient method to realize customized pin heights in increments of 100mil. Consequently, the 
volumetrically loaded CDL GPS antenna design presented in the following section utilized 
300mil long N=20 pins to accomplish the L2 band resonance frequency tuning.  
Fig. 3.4(d) demonstrates the sensitivity of the L2 and L1 band resonance frequencies with 
respect to the pin height (N=20). Specifically, L2 and L1 band resonance frequencies vary by 
2MHz/mil and 0.05MHz/mil, respectively. This was utilized in the following section to 
compensate for the detuning of the fabricated antenna element associated with realization 
inaccuracies. The computational studies also demonstrated that the L2 band resonance frequency 
does not significantly get affected by the pin diameters. Therefore, the diameter of the holes to be 
drilled in the substrate was selected as 39.6mil based on the availability of the drilling tools. 
3.4. Volumetrically Loaded Miniaturized CDL GPS Antenna on Reduced Substrate 
The computational model of the dual band CDL GPS antenna designed based on the 
parametric  studies  of  the  previous  section is depicted in Fig. 3.1. As seen, the overall substrate  
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Figure 3.5: Simulated performance of dual-band CDL antenna. (a) S
11
 performance as the 
coaxial probe is brought below the top surface of the antenna; (b) Simulated broadside RHCP 
and LHCP realized gains with current field distributions (for port # 1 excitation) over the top 
surface of the antenna at L2 and L1 bands. The dominant current flow directions are also 
indicated with arrows. 
 
size is 1.1"×1.1" and the outer loop is loaded with 300mil long metalized pins. The antenna 
footprint is  1"×1"  and  implemented  over  500mil  thick  Rogers TMM10i (εr=9.8, tanδ=0.002) 
substrate. Since the resonant current distribution of the antenna closely resembles that of a 
printed square loop and meandered square loop antennas at the L2 and L1 bands, respectively 
(see Fig. 3.5(b)); the bandwidth of the CDL GPS antenna can be modified with the width of the 
inner and outer loops. In the presented design, 50mil inner and 235mil outer microstrip line 
widths provided a 3dB realized gain bandwidth >24MHz for both bands. The L1 band resonance 
frequency was tuned to 1575MHz by utilizing coupling capacitors of CM=1.2pF modeled with an 
equivalent series resistance (ESR) of 0.35Ω. To avoid the use of large computational resources, 
the antenna is modeled to reside over an infinite ground plane and excited by 90
0
 offset 
capacitively coupled coaxial probes. Fig. 3.5(a) demonstrates the L2/L1 band center frequency 
S11 performance of the feed when the coaxial probe is gradually brought down from the top 
surface of the antenna. Specifically, the probes were selected to be 90mil below the top surface 
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to provide an equally good impedance match for both of the resonances. The computed |S11|<-
10dB bandwidths of 10 and 14MHz lead to 3dB RHCP realized gain bandwidths of 40MHz and  
60MHz at the L2 and  L1 bands, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3.5(b), the antenna operates with 
peak RHCP realized gains of 3.8dB at the L2 and 3dB at the L1 band, corresponding to 88% and 
75% radiation efficiencies respectively. The computed cross-polarization levels are also at least 
15dB lower than the corresponding peak gains at the L2 and L1 bands, implying a <1dB axial 
ratio performance. The current field distributions (for port 1 excitation) plotted over the top 
surface of the antenna confirms that the L2 band radiation is primarily associated with the outer 
loop, whereas L1 band radiation is controlled by the inner line parameters and coupling capacitor 
values.     
To verify performance of the design, we proceeded to fabricate a miniature dual-band 
CDL GPS antenna using four layers of Rogers TMM10i substrates with thicknesses of 250mil, 
100mil, 50mil, and 100mil as depicted in Fig. 3.6(a). The initial antenna prototype fabricated 
using the dimensions of the computational model shown in Fig. 3.1 was observed to exhibit the 
L2 and L1 band resonances at higher frequencies (i.e. L2 band resonance at 1.4GHz and L1 band 
resonance at 1.62GHz). This discrepancy between the simulated and measured resonances was 
found to be primarily associated with the air gaps introduced around the pins. Specifically, in 
antenna fabrication, cut-wires with 25mil of diameter were used to fill the holes (instead of 
plating) due to their ease of availability and the observation that the resonance frequencies are 
not significantly affected by the pin diameters. This manual realization introduced the air gaps 
around the pins and resulted in a significant resonance frequency deviation. As such, the updated 
computational model predicted about 0.15GHz resonance shift towards higher frequencies when 
these  air  gaps are  present. Other  potential  factors  contributing  to  the  difference between the  
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Figure 3.6: Fabricated dual-band CDL GPS antenna on reduced substrate. (a) 3D view; (b) Top 
view with layout dimensions (pin heights are 400mil); (c) Size comparison between the dual-
band CDL GPS antenna and a conventional L2 band patch. Both antennas are designed over the 
same substrate material and have identical thicknesses; (d) Measured S
11
 performance of the 
dual-band CDL GPS antenna and the L2 band patch within the 1.1–1.7GHz band. 
 
simulated and measured results are accuracy of the dielectric constant and fabrication tolerances. 
To tune the resonance frequencies to the close proximity of L2 and L1 frequencies, the antenna 
prototype was slightly modified. Specifically, the coupling capacitors (obtained from ATC, 
0402size) were increased from 1.2pF to 1.3pF to tune the L1 band resonance frequency. 
Subsequently, pin heights were increased from 300mil to 400mil and a slightly wider outer loop 
was employed to achieve the L2 band frequency tuning. The 400mil pin heights enabled a 
convenient  realization  by  making use  of the  available  substrate  layer  thicknesses. Fig. 3.6(b)  
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Figure 3.7: Antenna feed. (a) Fabricated antenna feed structure;  (b) Illustration of the feed 
mounting over the 24"×24"×0.025" brass ground plane. 
 
presents the top view of the dual-band CDL GPS antenna over the 500mil thick 1.1"×1.1" 
Rogers TMM10i substrate with its finalized footprint dimensions. 
To demonstrate the size reduction performance of the miniature dual-band CDL GPS 
antenna, a standard L2 band patch was also designed and fabricated over the identical 500mil 
thick substrate material as depicted in Fig. 3.6(c). Fig. 3.6(d) presents a comparison of the S11 
responses of the miniature CDL GPS and the conventional patch antennas measured over a 
24"×24" ground plane using the 50Ω capacitively coupled coaxial probes. Specifically, the CDL 
GPS antenna resonates at 1220MHz and 1580MHz with |S11|<-10dB bandwidths of 16MHz and 
14MHz, respectively. On the other hand, the patch provides a much wider bandwidth (28MHz) 
at the L2 band due to its 60% larger physical size. Nevertheless, as will be shown in the 
following (see also Fig. 3.8(a)), the 3dB realized gain bandwidth of the CDL GPS antenna still 
makes it suitable to be employed in the dual-band GPS applications. 
The circularly polarized gain of the CDL GPS antenna was measured at the anechoic 
chamber of the University of South Florida after integrating it with the feed network shown in 
Fig. 3.7(a). The feed  network  was  implemented  over a 25mil thick Rogers 6010.2LM (εr=10.2, 
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Figure 3.8: Simulated and measured. (a) Broadside RHCP and LHCP gains within the 1.1–
1.7GHz band; Simulated and measured radiation patterns in the x-z plane at (b) L2 and (c) L1 
bands. 
 
tanδ=0.0022) substrate and consisted of 50Ω grounded co-planar waveguide (CPWG) lines, a 
50Ω resistive termination (i.e. isolation port), a 50Ω coaxial probe (i.e. input), and a surface 
mount quadrature hybrid coupler (Anaren Microwave, Xinger-brand components, 
part#XC1400P-03S). The antenna was fed through vertical copper pins connected to the CPWG 
lines as depicted in Fig. 3.7(b). 
Fig 3.8(a) presents the measured and simulated broadside RHCP and LHCP gains within 
the 1.1–1.7GHz band when the antenna was centered on a 24"×24" brass ground plane. For 
comparison purposes, the antenna design finalized over the infinite ground plane (see Fig 3.1(a)) 
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was simulated over a large 24"×24"×0.025" finite ground plane and the results were 
superimposed with the measured data presented in Fig. 3.8. Due to the addition of the feed 
network and associated fabrication tolerances, the peak gains were observed at slightly different 
frequencies as compared to the measured S11 performance reported in Fig. 3.6(d). Specifically, 
the miniature dual-band CDL GPS antenna exhibited 4.9dB realized gain at 1229MHz and 3.1dB 
realized gain at 1571MHz with 26MHz and 35MHz 3dB realized gain bandwidths, respectively. 
The cross polarization levels at both bands were measured to be >10dB lower than the co-
polarized gain. The measured increase in the L2 band cross polarized gain (as compared to 
simulated) can be attributed to the fabrication tolerances, inequalities in the pin heights, the 
ground plane shape and size. Fig.3.8 (b) and (c) demonstrate the measured and simulated x-z 
plane radiation patterns at the L2 and L1 bands, respectively. Due to the square shaped antenna 
and ground plane geometry, the measured radiation patterns in the y-z plane are almost identical 
to those in x-z plane and therefore not shown for brevity. The CDL GPS antenna operates with 
82% and 72% measured radiation efficiencies at the L2 and L1 bands, respectively [65]. 
3.5. Concluding Remarks 
A miniature dual-band CDL GPS antenna was presented. To achieve the goals of size 
miniaturization, high radiation efficiency, and proper spacing of the L2 and L1 resonances; the 
antenna layout simultaneously incorporated meandered lines, lumped capacitors, and volumetric 
reactive loadings. Specifically, an antenna design realized over 500mil thick Rogers TMM10i  
(εr=9.8) and fed with a CPWG based hybrid was shown to exhibit broadside peak  RHCP 
realized gains of 4.9dB at L2 and 2.1dB at L1 bands with 26MHz and 35MHz 3dB realized gain 
bandwidths, respectively. This CDL antenna was shown to occupy 60% smaller size (1.1"1.1" 
~λ0/8.8×λ0/8.8 at L2) as compared to a traditional patch antenna fabricated on the same substrate.  
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CHAPTER 4: CIRCULARLY POLARIZED PRINTED ANTENNA MINIATURIZED USING 
COMPLEMENTARY SPLIT RING RESONATORS AND REACTIVE PIN LOADINGS
3
 
 
4.1.  Introduction 
Small, low cost, and efficient antennas are becoming increasingly important to address 
the needs of advancing communication technologies. Due to their low profiles, high radiation 
efficiencies, and low costs; microstrip patch antennas are attractive but their footprints are large 
and limited by the electrical size of their cavity. It is therefore not surprising to see that many 
diverse miniaturization techniques have been investigated for their size reduction. For example, 
miniaturization by employing high permittivity [6] and permeability [8] materials as the antenna 
substrates are known to be effective but generally considered to increase fabrication costs. 
Folding and meandering the patch geometry [22-24, 66] is another size reduction technique, but 
can degrade the mechanical robustness of the design and radiation efficiency. Etching slots on 
the ground planes [34, 36] of patch antennas has been shown to result in size reduction, however, 
the method is known to reduce the front-to-back radiation ratio and is not suitable for certain 
conformal installations. Recently, several research groups have adopted engineered negative 
permeability (i.e. MNG) substrates made-up from periodic arrangements of spilt ring resonators 
(SRRs) as an alternative miniaturization technique [14-16]. However, the necessary vertical 
                                                          
3
S. Gupta,  M. Gokhan, ‘Circularly polarised printed antenna miniaturised using complementary 
split-ring resonators and reactive pin loading,” IET Microwaves, Antennas and Propagation, doi: 
10.1049/iet-map.2014.0240. 
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Figure 4.1: Patch-CSRR fabricated prototype. (a) pin loaded CSRR metallization layer; (b) 3D 
view of the three layer antenna assembly. 
 
alignment of the SRRs with respect to the antenna ground plane significantly increased the 
fabrication complexity and associated cost. More recently, inspired from the fact that periodic 
arrangements of complementary versions of split ring resonators (CSRRs) can generate an 
engineered negative permittivity (i.e. ENG) material [21], a new miniaturized patch has been 
realized by horizontally placing a CSRR between the ground and antenna metallization planes 
[5]. This antenna has been designed by utilizing a genetic algorithm optimization approach and 
can only radiate with linear polarization due to its rotationally asymmetric layout. This paper 
extends this antenna topology by utilizing multiple CSRR loadings within the patch cavity in 
order to realize a symmetric antenna layout capable of supporting circularly polarized radiation. 
The design is also carried out differently by resorting to a unit cell based parameter extraction 
method [58, 63, 67]. It is demonstrated that, the size of the antenna is determined by the overall 
area of the metallization in which the CSRRs are formed in. Therefore, an additional 
miniaturization technique based on reactive pin loading [68, 69] is utilized around the CSRR 
metallization (see Fig. 4.1) to provide additional size reduction beyond what can be 
accomplished with stand-alone CSRR loading. Specifically, an antenna exhibiting a diameter of 
1.2″ (λ0/4 @2.42GHz) is designed and experimentally shown to operate with measured 4.1dBic 
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broadside right hand circularly polarized (RHCP) gain with 1.1% |S11|<-10dB bandwidth. As 
compared to a conventional patch antenna designed over the identical substrate stack-up, 
presented antenna is shown to exhibit 44% smaller diameter, implying a 75% footprint area 
reduction. 
4.2. CSRR Loaded Circularly Polarized Antenna 
 
Fig. 4.2(a) depicts the CSRR loaded antenna layout carried over the substrate stack-up 
depicted in Fig. 4.2(b). To enable circularly polarized radiation, the layout utilizes a cascade of 
four unit cells and exhibits 90
0
 rotational symmetry. The antenna utilizes two metallization 
surfaces over an electrically large ground plane (modelled as infinitely large to reduce simulation  
time). Top metallization layer forms the patch and associated feed lines. The bottom 
metallization layer hosts a circular metallization pattern from which slots are etched out to form 
the CSRR unit cells. The antenna substrate is constructed from Rogers RT/Duroid 5880 (εr=2.2, 
tanδ=0.0009) by stacking up three layers, top to bottom, with thicknesses of 60mil, 60mil and 
20mil, respectively. The CSRR metallization is 80mil (60mil+20mil) above the ground plane. 
The 20mil thick substrate is specifically introduced to isolate the 60mil layer from the ground 
plane as this layer will be later utilized in Section 4.3 to host the reactive pin loadings. Fig. 4.2(c) 
depicts the computational model of the unit cell (throughout the manuscript, Ansys HFSSv14 
was utilized as the full-wave solver). Since CSRRs exhibit an electric field component normal to 
their metallization plane, the resonance frequency of the unit cell can be extracted by treating it 
as a two port network and computing the corresponding scattering parameters. For the unit cell 
dimensions given in Fig. 4.2(c), the resonance frequency is realized at 2.4GHz as shown in Fig. 
4.2(d). These S-parameters also leads to an equivalent negative permittivity when the 
transmission/reflection  based  material  extraction  presented  in [67] is utilized, and confirms the 
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Figure 4.2: CSRR loaded patch antenna. (a) consisting of 4 circularly cascaded unit cells; CSRR 
Unit cell layout with its corresponding performance: (b) Side View and (c) Top View; (d) 
Simulated S-parameters and extracted permittivity (εr) of the unit cell. 
 
epsilon negative nature of the periodic CSSR media. The unit cell design was carried out through 
the parametric studies. Qualitatively, an increase in the total slot lengths controlled by 
parameters L1, L2 and c3 decreases the resonance frequency. Narrowing the slot widths (w) 
results in lower resonance frequency as well. Radius of the bottom metallization layer (R2) plays 
a critical role in defining the resonance frequency of the unit cell. Specifically, smaller R2 value 
results in higher resonance frequency. On the contrary, with the increase in the radius of top 
metallization layer (R3), resonance frequency of the unit cell shifts up and vice-versa.  
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Figure 4.3: Unit cell HFSS model and its dispersion diagram. (a) Computational model for 
eigenfrequency analysis; (b) Dispersion diagram of the unit cell. 
 
In order to verify that the resonance frequency of the antenna consisting of four unit cells 
is associated with the resonance frequency of the unit cell extracted from the S-parameter 
analysis, a dispersion (K-ω) diagram analysis was also carried out in a similar fashion to the 
technique presented in [58]. As shown in Fig. 4.3(a), the unit cell depicted in Fig 4.2(c) was 
remodeled with periodic boundary conditions to set-up an Eigen frequency analysis. Fig. 4.3(b) 
presents the corresponding K-ω diagram demonstrating that waves propagating through the unit 
cell attain a total phase shift of K=π/2 at 2.34GHz, which is in close agreement with the 
frequency in Fig. 4.2(d). In a 4-unit cell periodic structure, this implies that the total phase shift, 
will be 2π hence satisfying the resonance condition for a closed loop. Consequently, one can 
resort to a dispersion diagram or material extraction based design technique to determine the 
resonance frequency of the proposed antenna structure.   
Fig. 4.4(a) presents a comparison of the |S11| performances of a traditional patch antenna 
with the CSRR one (solid line). In order to provide a fair comparison, the size of the traditional 
patch is kept same as that of the CSRR loaded patch over an identical substrate arrangement. The  
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Figure 4.4: Simulated performance. (a) S11 of the CSRR loaded patch vs conventional patch; (b) 
Broadside realized RHCP-LHCP gains of the CSRR loaded patch. 
 
CSRR loaded antenna is fed by two 90º out-of-phase 50Ω coaxial probes to achieve CP. In 
experimental verifications this is realized with a single surface mount quadrature hybrid coupler, 
as will be discussed in section 4.4. The impedance matching of the CSRR loaded patch is 
obtained by using series capacitors of 0.3pF when connecting the coax probes to the top 
metallization with strips. As shown in Fig. 4.4(a), the conventional patch antenna resonates at 
3.2GHz as compared to 2.46GHz of the patch antenna loaded with CSRRs, therefore providing 
25% electrically smaller design. However, this occurs at the expense of the bandwidth 
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performance (i.e. 3.4% vs. 0.8%). The CSRR loaded antenna operates with 4.8dBic realized 
RHCP gain at 2.46GHz and exhibits 74% radiation efficiency (see Fig. 4.4(b)). The cross-
polarization gain is -20.5dB below the peak realized gain, implying an axial ratio of 1.7dB. The 
shift in the resonance frequency of the CSRR loaded patch antenna (Fig. 4.5(a-b)) as compared 
to the resonance frequency predicted by unit cell (Fig. 4.2(a-d)) and K-ω (Fig. 4.3(a-b)) analysis 
is due the inclusion of coaxial feed probes in the final antenna structure used in simulation. 
Nevertheless, a geometric parameter such as R2 can be utilized to precisely tune the antenna 
resonance if desired. 
The surface current distributions on the metallization planes of the CSRR loaded antenna 
(see inset of Fig. 4.4(b)) demonstrate that both planes carry comparable amount of current. 
Therefore, the metallization size of the CSSR plane should not be ignored in evaluating the size 
reduction performance of the CSRR loadings as opposed to the comparison presented in [5]. The 
footprint diameter of the CSRR loaded antenna is 1.4" (~λ0/3.5 @ 2.46GHz), whereas the 
diameter is only 0.88" (~λ0/5.5 @ 2.46GHz) if the metallization disk area (shown in Fig. 4.2(a)) 
surrounding the slots of the CSRR is ignored. Hence, reducing the size of the CSRR 
metallization area (i.e. R2) is necessary for accomplishing an improved miniaturization 
performance. 
4.3. Further Size Reduction with Reactive Loading Pins 
To study the effect of reducing the CSRR metallization size on the antenna performance, 
computational studies were carried out by reducing down R2 from 0.7" to 0.55" in 25mil steps. 
As shown in Fig. 4.5(a), the resonance frequency shifted from 2.46GHz to 3GHz with an 
approximate linear rate of 3.6MHz/mil. The radiation efficiency of the antenna increased slightly 
from 74% to 78% due to reduction in ohmic losses  associated  with  large  conducting plate size.  
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Figure 4.5. Computational study on conducting plate size and pins. (a) Effect of reducing 
conducting plate size on resonance frequency and radiation efficiency; (b) Side view of the 
antenna over the reduced substrate with volumetrically loaded pins on CSRR metallization; 
Resonance frequency and radiation efficiency variance with (c) number of pins and (d) 
increasing pin height. 
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When the substrate size was also reduced down to barely fit the antenna footprint (i.e. 
R1=R2=0.55"), the radiation efficiency of the antenna got lowered from 78% to 73% due to 
increase in the current density across the CSRR and patch metallization layer, [68]. On the other 
hand, the substrate size reduction did not impact the resonance frequency. 
To compensate for the increase in resonance frequency due to R2 reduction, we 
proceeded to investigate volumetrically loading the CSRR metallization with vertical conductive 
pins as was utilized in our recent work [68]. As shown in Fig. 4.5(b), the metallization disk area 
surrounding the CSRRs was loaded with N=24 60mil long pins having 31.5mil diameters 
(selected based on drilling tool availability). The pins were electrically connected to the CSRR 
metallization plane, but did not make connection with the ground plane. The pins support a 
current distribution that serves as an extension length for the surface current on the top of the 
CSRR metallization, thereby providing a meandered current path (see Fig. 4.5(b)) that resulted in 
lowering of the resonance frequency [68, 69]. The selection of the N=24 number of pins was 
based on the results of the computational parametric analysis depicted in Fig. 4.5(c). As the 
number of pins was increased from 0 to 32 in steps of 4 (to maintain the 90
0
 rotational 
symmetry), the resonance frequency of the antenna shifted down from 3GHz to 2.3GHz. 
Although there was an initial increase in radiation efficiency from 73% to 81% when the antenna 
was loaded with only 4 pins, radiation efficiency slightly decreased down to 78% as the number 
of pins was increased from 4 to 24. This drop in radiation efficiency can be attributed to the 
ohmic losses added by the pins. As the number of pins is increased beyond 24, the decrease in 
radiation efficiency becomes more prominent. The antenna resonated at 2.45GHz for N=24 and 
this was selected for the final design and experimental verification. In the presented design, the    
pin lengths were fixed to 60mils in order to utilize a readily available substrate thickness for 
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convenient fabrication. Nevertheless, the sensitivity of the design with respect to the pin lengths 
were also investigated for N=24 case as depicted in Fig. 4.5(d).Specifically, it was observed that 
the resonance frequency almost decreased linearly with a rate of 9.1MHz/mil. In addition, it was 
also observed that the pin loadings increased the radiation efficiency from 73% to 78%. This is 
because pin loadings distribute the current volumetrically around the antenna structure [68].  
4.4. Experimental Verification 
An antenna prototype was fabricated with standard PCB manufacturing as shown in Fig. 
4.1. The structure was realized using three layers of Rogers RT/Duroid (εr =2.2, tanδ = 0.0009) 
substrates with thicknesses of 60mil, 60mil, and 20mil as depicted in Fig. 4.1(b). The holes were 
filled with LPKF solder paste. The radiation performance measurements were taken in the 
anechoic chamber of the University of South Florida after integrating it with the feed network 
shown in Fig. 4.6(a). The feed network was implemented over a 25mil thick Rogers 6010.2LM 
(εr=10.2, tanδ=0.0022) substrate and consisted of 50Ω grounded co-planar waveguide (CPWG) 
lines, a 50Ω resistive termination (i.e. isolation port), a 50Ω coaxial probe (i.e. input), and a 
surface mount quadrature hybrid coupler (Anaren Microwave, Xinger- brand components, 
  
Figure 4.6: Fabricated antenna feed structure. (a) Layout with dimensions; (b) Illustration of the 
feed mounting over the 24"×24"×0.025" brass ground plane. 
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Figure 4.7: Simulated and measured performances. (a) |S11| (b) Realized gain patterns in the x-z 
plane (c) Broadside RHCP and LHCP realized gains (d) Axial ratio with 3dB BW. 
 
part#1P603AS). The antenna was fed through vertical copper pins connected to the CPWG lines 
as depicted in Fig. 4.6(b).  The measurements were taken on 24"×24"×0.025" brass ground 
plane. For comparison purposes, the antenna design finalized over the infinite ground plane (see 
Fig. 4.5(b)) was simulated over the selected finite ground plane and the corresponding results 
were superimposed with the measured data presented in Fig. 4.7. Fig. 4.7(a) depicts the return 
loss performance. Specifically, the fabricated prototype operates at 2.4GHz with 1.1% |S11|<-
10dB bandwidth. This is in good agreement with the simulated 2.45GHz resonance frequency 
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and 0.8% bandwidth. The resonance shift can be attributed to thinning of the substrate layers due   
to the milling machine based fabrication. Fig.4.7 (b) demonstrates the measured and simulated x-
z plane radiation patterns at 2.4GHz and 2.45GHz, respectively. Due to the 90
0
 rotationally 
symmetric antenna and ground plane geometry, the measured radiation patterns in the y-z plane 
are almost identical to those in x-z plane, and therefore not shown for brevity. Fig 4.7(c) presents 
the measured and simulated broadside RHCP and LHCP gains. The prototype exhibited 4.1dBic  
Table 4.1: Comparison of simulated antenna performances. Patch sizes in row# 2 & 3 is identical 
to the CSRR size of section 4.2 & 4.3, respectively. 
  
Description Resonance 
(GHz) 
Realized 
Gain (dBic) 
|S11|<-10dB 
BW (%) 
Efficiency 
(%) 
Conventional patch 3.2 6 3.4 95 
Patch loaded with CSRRs  2.46 4.8 0.8 74 
Conventional patch on 
reduced substrate size  
4.31 7.5 3.0 90 
Patch on reduced substrate 
size with pin loaded CSRRs  
2.45 4.4 1.1 78 
 
Table 4.2: Performance comparison of the proposed antenna with recently reported miniaturized 
CP antennas. 
Antenna 
Structure 
|S11|<-10dB 
BW (%) 
3-dB AR 
BW (%) 
Gain 
(dBi) 
Efficiency 
(%) 
Miniaturization 
(%) 
Overall volume (λ0
3
) 
This work 1.1 1.3 4.4 70 44 0.246 x 0.246 x 0.03  
[70]  4.6 1.46 2.98 - 39 0.28 x 0.28 x 0.025  
[71]  1.04 1.68 -2 - 34 0.27 x 0.27 x 0.024  
[72]  2 0.7 3.95 - 10 0.27 x 0.27 x 0.013  
[73]  1.98 0.66 3.8 - 10 0.273 x 0.273 x 0.013  
[74]  5.2 1.6 3.41 - 18.5 0.292 x 0.292 x 0.031  
[75]  3.85 1.5 0.8 - 8 0.281 x 0.281 x0.0125  
[76]  2.5 0.5 4.3 - 6 0.288 x 0.288 x 0.012 
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peak realized gain at 2.4GHz. The cross polarization level is ~19dB lower than the co-
polarization level. Fig 4.7(d) depicts the measured vs simulated axial ratio. The measured 
prototype exhibits an axial ratio of 1.8dB @ 2.4GHz with 3-dB axial ratio BW of 1.3%.  The 
antenna operates with 70% (Vs. 78% simulated @ 2.45GHz) measured radiation efficiency at 
2.4GHz [65]. The antenna has an overall diameter of 1200mil (λ0/4 @ 2.42GHz). This is 44% 
electrically small as compared to a traditional patch antenna that exhibits identical diameter as 
that of pin loaded CSRR. The traditional patch antenna operates at 4.31GHz over the identical 
substrate configuration. Table 4.1 summarize the simulated antenna performances of the reported 
antennas and provide a comparison with the conventional patch antennas exhibiting the identical 
size and substrate configuration. In Table 4.2, the measured performance of the miniaturized 
antenna with pin loaded CSRRs is compared to the recently reported compact CP antennas. It is 
observed that the presented antenna offers a higher miniaturization level and operates with 
comparable gain, efficiency, and axial ratio bandwidth performance. Due to the higher 
miniaturization level, the |S11|<-10dB bandwidth performance is relatively lower.  
4.5. Concluding Remarks 
A circularly polarized printed antenna miniaturized by utilizing a combination of 
complementary split ring resonators (CSRR) and reactive pin loadings was presented. 
Specifically, the reactive pin loadings were shown to provide an enhancement for the CSRR 
loading based antenna miniaturization without degrading the radiation efficiency performance. 
Specifically, a 2.4GHz antenna design was carried out and experimentally verified to operate 
with 4.1dBic measured broadside RHCP realized gain, 70% radiation efficiency, and 1.1% 
|S11|<-10dB bandwidth. The antenna has an overall diameter of 1200mil (λ0/4 @ 2.4GHz) and 
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its diameter is 44% smaller as compared to its traditional counterpart built over the identical 
substrate configuration. 
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CHAPTER 5: VOLUMETRICALLY LOADED MINIATURIZED PRINTED FILTERS 
   
5.1.  Introduction  
The demand for communication systems that are compact, lighter, portable and less 
complex calls for small, low loss and low-cost RF filters. It is not therefore surprising to see that 
many techniques have already been proposed to realize small RF filters. Filters deigned with 
LTCC and laminate waveguides have been thoroughly investigated in [37-43]. These kinds of 
filters are large in size and costly as compared to microstrip filters. Generally, microstrip filters 
are based on traditional half and quarter wavelength resonators. In [41, 44, 45], size of the filters 
has been reduced by using quarter-wave transformers. Although, these filters demonstrate good 
performance, their structures are complicated due to use of folding topology and mass of shorted 
vias. Reference [77] proposed compact bandpass filters using half-wavelength resonators. These 
filters do not require vias, but their sizes are larger than the filters proposed in [41, 44, 45]. 
Recently, filters using sub-wavelength 1-D rectangular cavity resonators have been 
implemented [78-81]. These rectangular cavities are composed of double positive (DPS) and 
double negative (DNG) layers. In [82], this approach was further extended by implanting the 
filter design using 3-D rectangular cavity resonators as compared to the ones used in [78-81]. 
These 3-D cavities are made up of a DPS and μ- negative material (MNG). Although the size of 
the filter was reduced, the design has some drawbacks due to its increased fabrication 
complexities and high insertion loss (~>-3dB). Lumped elements are often used as a 
miniaturization technique in filters [46-48]. However, lumped elements at microwave
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frequencies have very poor quality factors, thereby, exhibiting high insertion loss, poor out-of-
band rejection and undesirable self-resonance. Miniaturized printed microstrip transmission line 
filters are very popular due to its planar structure, easy fabrication and simple synthesis process. 
In the past, several filter designs have been proposed in this direction. In [83], a BPF filter is 
implemented using multilayer synthetic quasi-TEM TLs. The proposed approach provides good 
miniaturization but has a drawback due to high insertion loss (2.46dB @ ~2.5GHz).    
As an alternative to above techniques, in this Chapter, we study the performance of the 
volumetric pin loading technique (introduced in Chapter 3 and 4 for antenna applications) in 
design and performance of miniaturized RF filters. Specifically, section 5.2 considers a 
volumetrically loaded microstrip line and provides a study of phase shift attained due to pins 
within the presence of mutual coupling effects. The variation in unloaded quality factor is 
investigated as a volumetrically loaded microstrip line resonator is miniaturized with addition of 
pins.  Section 5.3 provides a pin loaded filter design example with its performance results. In this 
example, the proposed concept of miniaturization has been implemented for half wavelength 
bandpass hairline filters. The miniaturized filter design has a footprint size of λ0/17×λ0/9 @ 
2GHz and is 45% smaller than its traditional counterpart.  
5.2. Mutual Coupling Between the Pins 
To understand the variations in quality factor and the phase shift as a function of 
geometric arrangements of the pins, computational studies were carried out using Agilent ADS 
momentum.  Fig. 5.1(a), depicts a λg/2 (@ 2GHz) pin loaded microstrip line resonator 
implemented over Rogers RT/D 6006 substrate, (εr = 6.15, tanδ=0.0019, thickness = 50mil). The 
resonator can be modeled as a periodic structure consisting of unit cells. As an initial study,  the 
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Figure 5.1: Pin loaded microstrip line. (a) 5 unit cell; (b) 4 unit cell; (c) substrate stack up with 
dimensions in mil. 
 
resonator shown in Fig. 5.1(a) was divided into 5 unit cells (abbreviated as UC). Each UC 
consists  of  a  microstrip  line  section  loaded  with  a  pair  of  pins  (length D) and two adjacent 
microstrip line sections (each of length L1). Based on the study of current distribution on 
microstrip line, the pins were positioned at its outer edges. The height of the pins was chosen to 
be 45mil (diameter, D = 15mil) and was kept constant throughout the study. It should be noted 
that the pins are electrically connected to the top metallization and does not touch the ground 
plane by being5 mil above (see substrate stack up Fig. 5.1(c)). This substrate stack up 
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configuration was chosen based upon the availability of the substrate thicknesses and was kept 
the same throughout our discussion.  The aim here is to study the phase shift provided by the 
pins of a single UC in the presence of coupling as the lengths of the microstrip lines (i.e. L1 in 
UC) are reduced gradually. Fig. 5.1(b), depicts pin loaded microstrip line with identical width, 
pin height and substrate configuration as that of Fig. 5.1(a), except it consists of 4 UCs. In order 
to obtain the phase shift of a single UC, S-parameter simulation of structures in Fig. 5.1(a) and 
(b) were carried out. This S-parameter data was then converted to ABCD parameters to obtain 
the ABCD parameters of a single UC in the presence of coupling as follows: 
where, [ABCD]UC=1 = ABCD parameters of a single UC in the presence of coupling 
 [ABCD]UC=4  = ABCD parameters of pin loaded microstrip line with 4 UCs 
 [ABCD]UC=5  = ABCD parameters of pin loaded microstrip line with 5 UCs 
The ABCD parameters of a single UC obtained through equation (5.1) was converted into 
S-parameters. These S-parameters was then used to calculate the phase provided by one UC in 
the presence of coupling using the following equation:  
where, ΦUC=1 = phase shift due to one UC in the presence of coupling 
 ΦL1= phase shift due to microstrip line (calculated using ADS LineCal) 
 Φpin = phase shift due to pins in the presence of coupling 
Fig. 5.2, shows the phase shift provided by the pins (of one UC) as the length of the microstrip 
lines (L1) is reduced. As can be seen, the phase shift due to pins decreases as the length of the 
microstrip line is reduced. This is due to the increase in mutual coupling between the adjacent 
UCs as the microstrip line length L1 is reduced. However, the phase of the  pins  remains  almost 
 [ABCD]UC=1 =  inv([ABCD]UC=4) * [ABCD]UC=5   (5.1) 
 
 
ΦUC=1 =  2*ΦL1 + Φpin 
or,                       Φpin =  ΦUC=1 – 2*ΦL1 (5.2) 
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Figure 5.2: Phase shift of a single UC in the presence and absence of coupling. The length of the 
pin is 45mil and is kept constant. 
 
constant  in  the absence of  coupling  (standalone case), as shown  in  Fig. 5.2.  This implies that 
miniaturization offered by including more pins within a half wavelength open ended microstrip 
line resonator is going to saturate due to the mutual coupling between the pins as the phase shift 
coming from the pins will decline with more loading density.  
Consequently, further investigations were carried out to study the effect of mutual 
coupling on the miniaturization percentage of the resonator and its unloaded quality factor. These 
computational studies were carried out using Ansoft HFSS. Fig. 5.3(a), depicts a λg/2 resonator 
(@2GHz) with 5 unit cells on Rogers RT/D 6006 substrate, (εr = 6.15, tanδ=0.0019, thickness = 
50mil). The resonator was fed through input feed lines (5mils away from resonator) via 
capacitive coupling. The aim of this study is to investigate the maximum miniaturization that can 
be achieved by adding pin loaded UCs without increasing the physical size of the resonator and 
degrading its quality factor. These computational studies were carried out for two cases with pin 
diameter of 15mil and 5mil. Fig. 5.3(b, c), depict the total length of the resonator and its 
corresponding unloaded quality factor (QUL) versus the size of UCs used to resonate the structure 
at 2GHz. As the size of the UCs is reduced (i.e. by decreasing L1), the resonance frequency  of  
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Figure 5.3: Pin loaded microstrip line λg/2 resonator.  (a) with 5 UCs; Unit cell size for pin 
diameter of 15mil and 5mil: (b) vs total length of resonator; (c) vs unloaded quality factor of the 
resonator. 
 
the resonator  shifts to  a higher  frequency. This shift in frequency can be compensated by 
increasing the number of UCs of smaller size, see Fig. 5.3(b). However, after a certain size of 
UC (UC size = 35mil for pin diameter = 15mil) the resonance frequency of the resonator cannot 
be tuned to 2GHz without increasing its physical size. This is due the increase in mutual 
coupling between the adjacent UCs which leads to degradation of phase shift provided by the 
pins, as mentioned before. Also, it was observed that the QUL of the resonator decreases as the 
size of the resonator is decreased. This is because smaller size resonators (say 1000mil) 
incorporates more UCs as compared to larger size resonators (say 1100) which leads to higher 
copper loss associated with pins.  
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5.3. Pin Loaded Microstrip Line Filter Design 
As a design example, half wavelength bandpass hairline was chosen. Fig. 5.4(a, b), 
depicts a traditional and a pin loaded half wavelength bandpass hairline five pole filter with 
Chebyshev lowpass filter response @ 2GHz. The design parameters of the filter are as follows 
[84]: 
Qe1 = Qe5 = 5.734 
M1,2 = M4,5 = 0.16 
M2,3 = M3,4 = 0.122 
where, Qe1  and Qe5 = external quality factor of resonators at the input and output 
Mi, i+1 = coupling coefficients between i and i+1 resonator, for i=1 to n-1 
The filter is designed over Rogers RT/D 6006, εr = 6.15, tanδ=0.0019 with a substrate size of 
~1.1"×8.7"×0.05" (~λ0/5.5×λ0/7×λ0/120 @ 2GHz). The line width of the hairpin resonators was 
chosen to be 40mil and separation of 40mil between the two arms, as shown in Fig. 5.4(a, b). 
The spacing (S) between the adjacent resonators was chosen by calculating the coupling 
coefficients (M) using full wave EM simulation [84]. Fig. 5.4(c), shows the coupling coefficient 
of the traditional and the pin loaded hairline filter against the spacing (S). As the coupling 
coefficient decreases with increasing the separation (S), indicates the hairpin resonators have  
mixed coupling [84]. The filter is designed to have tapped line input and output. The width 
(73mil) of the tapped line is chosen such that it matches the terminating port impedance Z0=50Ω.   
The  tapping  location  is determined  through the  external  quality  (Qe)  factor  analysis   at  the  
 
 
 
        Qe1=g0*g1/FBW,     Qen=gn*gn+1/FBW  
                   √           , for i=1 to n-1  
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Figure 5.4: 5 pole, Chebyshev hairline filter. (a) Traditional; (b) Pin loaded hairline filter 
consisting of 17 UCs; (c) Coupling coefficients (M) vs spacing (S) between the adjacent 
resonators. 
 
input and output resonators. Based on our computational studies in the section 5.2, the length of 
the resonator was chosen to be 700mil. Each resonator consists of 17 UCs (based on study of 
Fig. 5.3 (b, c)) with pin length of 45mil and diameter=15mil. The footprint metallization is 
etched over  the  Rogers  RT/D  substrate  of  size  ~λ0/8×λ0/7×λ0/120  @ 2GHz. Fig. 5.5 (a)-(d),  
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Figure 5.5: Performance comparison of pin loaded hairline and traditional filters. (a) |S11|; (b) 
|S12|; Tuned pin loaded hairline filter vs. traditional microstrip line filter performances (c) |S11| 
and (d) |S12|. 
 
shows a comparison of simulated return and insertion loss of traditional and pin loaded hairline 
filters. The proposed  filter  has  an  insertion loss of 1.5dB  as compared to  1dB for  traditional 
microstrip line filter. This increase in insertion loss could be attributed to the metallic loss 
associated with the pins. The length of the pin loaded hairpin resonator is ~700mil as compared 
to ~1500mil for its conventional microstrip line counterpart. However, it has 17.5% (@2.3GHz) 
>-3dB |S21| bandwidth as compared to 22% for traditional microstrip line filter. The S11 
performance of the filters are in well agreement, however, there is shift in frequency (~0.2GHz) 
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in the passband. This shift in frequency can be compensated by increasing the length of 
resonators by adding two pin loaded UC of each length ~50mil, see Fig. 5.5(c, d). However, 
there is drop in >-3dB |S21| bandwidth from 17.5% to 17%. The pin loaded filter has 45% smaller 
footprint size (~λ0/16×λ0/9 @ 2GHz) as compared to conventional microstrip line filter. The 
unloaded quality factor (QUL) of the pin loaded hairline filter is calculated to be 100 as compared 
to 140 for its traditional counterpart. However, the QUL of the hairline filter can be improved by 
increasing microstrip line width of the resonators. The QUL increased from 100 to 130 when the 
microstrip line width is increased from 40mil to 80mil. 
5.4. Concluding Remarks 
The design and performance evaluation of pin loaded microstrip line hairline filter was 
presented. The presented filter has a footprint size of ~λ0/16×λ0/9 @ 2GHz and is 45% smaller 
than a conventional microstrip line filter. The design exhibited 17% |S21| <-3dB fractional BW 
with insertion loss of 1.5dB and computed QUL of 100. A higher QUL can be obtained by 
increasing the width of pin loaded resonator. A study of mutual coupling between the pins and its 
effect on the phase shift was carried out. A decrease in the phase shift provided by the pins is 
observed as the pins are brought closer to each other due to increase in mutual coupling.  
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CHAPTER 6: FUTURE WORK 
 
The continuous demands for miniaturized GPS antenna arrays demands smaller antenna 
elements. Also, more antenna elements are desirable in order to obtain better array performance 
in terms of gain and signal strength. In order to obtain a smaller GPS antenna, the proposed CDL 
GPS antenna proposed in chapter 3 can implemented on higher permittivity substrates. Fig. 6.1  
(a), depicts a CDL GPS L2-L1 band antenna implemented on a ceramic substrate 
0.8"×0.8"×0.5", εr=25, tanδ=0.0002.  The antenna has a footprint size of 0.75"×0.75"×0.50"
 
(~λ0/13 × λ0/13) @L2 band. This is achieved by simultaneously implementing the design on high 
permittivity substrate and volumetrically loading the inner loop with vertical pins in addition to 
outer loop. Specifically, the CDL GPS antenna on higher contrast substrate is 50% smaller than 
the design implemented on εr=9.8 (presented in chapter 3).  Fig. 6.1(b), shows the broadside 
RHCP-LHCP gains of the design simulated over an infinite ground plane. The miniature dual-
band CDL GPS antenna exhibited 2.4dB realized gain at 1227MHz and 3dB realized gain at 
1575MHz with 35MHz 0dB realized gain bandwidths, respectively. The cross polarization levels 
at both bands are 20dB lower than the co-polarized gain, indicating good CP. The antenna 
operates with 80% and 75% radiation efficiencies at L2 and L1 band, respectively. 
The miniaturized patch antenna loaded (chapter 4) with CSRR operates in ISM and 
radiates with CP. The performance of the antenna can be further extended by making it to be 
multi-band by etching slots on the patch metallization. However, achieving simultaneous 
impedance matching at all bands could be a potential challenge to the designer. The filter
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Figure 6.1: CDL GPS antenna on higher permittivity substrate. (a) Simulation model with layout 
dimensions; (b) Simulated broadside RHCH-LHCP gains. 
 
presented in chapter 5 involves use of vertical pins for miniaturizing its size. Further, 
miniaturization can be obtained by implementing the design on high contrast substrate. In 
addition, the design can be made versatile by making it tunable. This can be achieved by 
integrating an active element to it, such as varacter diode. Also, resorting to liquid metal instead 
of metallic pins could be an option to obtain tunability [85, 86]. 
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